Abstract
While the overall majority of Hallyu research has looked at the way fans consume Korean popular culture and how it influences their identity, this paper focuses on the way these fans serve as effective agents for marketing Hallyu and how their fandom empowers them to explore new business and social opportunities. Focusing on what we call “fan entrepreneurship,” this paper examines the evolution of fan communities in Israel and their role as cultural agents transcending different cultural and social contexts. More specifically, it analyzes their role as promoters, distributors, and entrepreneurs of Hallyu. To examine fan entrepreneurship in action, we focus on three cases of Israeli Hallyu fans who have ventured into new fields in business, education, and social activism to conceptualize the relations between fandom, agency, and the transnational marketing of Hallyu. Our findings suggest that the Hallyu experience in Israel may be relevant for understanding the grass-roots processes and mechanisms responsible for the spread and the institutionalization of cultural content across national, ethnic, and linguistic boundaries.
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INTRODUCTION

Hallyu generally refers to the flow and consumption of popular culture products from South Korea to the rest of the world, which has been going on for the past two decades. In spite of pessimistic prospects and low expectations about its longevity, Hallyu fandom has been growing, starting with TV dramas, K-pop, and video games and has more recently expanded to include Korean-made cosmetics, food, and Korea-inspired fashion (E.-Y. Jung; Jin and Yoon). New Internet technologies and social media have played a central role in the spread of Hallyu. Wherever there is sufficient Internet connection, Hallyu fans tend to form online communities and sometimes meet offline as well to share their fandom and recruit more members. Concurrently, Hallyu has evolved into a lucrative business enterprise that exports various media productions to fans worldwide as well as boost the consumption of Korean-made electronic devices necessary for consuming these productions (Jin, Smartland Korea). While having its biggest presence in the Asian region, nowadays, Hallyu fans can be found in different parts of the world and across different ethnic groups—North America, Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East.

The purpose of this paper is not to deal with the images that Hallyu reflects or the fandom practices it encourages. The plethora of analysis of Hallyu rooted in media and cultural studies has already dealt with these aspects extensively (for example, E.-Y. Jung; Cho; Lie; Jung and Shim; Han; Min et al.). This paper, rather, emphasizes an overlooked aspect of Hallyu’s transnational expansion that we call “fan entrepreneurship,” referring to the business and social opportunities empowered by Hallyu fandom. We suggest that “fan entrepreneurship,” and not the actions of companies and established promoters, has become the driving engine for the longevity of Hallyu in such faraway places as the Middle East. This paper views the fans as the main agents for spreading interest in Hallyu and constructing new markets for Korean cultural products. As the sellers and consumers, they serve as the extension of both the established industry and governmental policy. In this context, fans are far from passive recipients of cultural content, neither are they merely “cultural agents” (Jenkins), but some serve as entrepreneurs who both localize Hallyu and inspire new business and social opportunities through a variety of enterprises. Specifically, we examine how fans utilize their personal networks—the social infrastructure of any contemporary enterprise—to develop Hallyu-related business and social initiatives. Put differently, we look at how fans not only enjoy, consume, or practice Hallyu but also how they serve as effective agents for marketing Hallyu-related initiatives in places that previously knew nothing or very little about Korea.

This paper suggests that the entrepreneurial promotion of Hallyu in Israel is relevant to understand the spread of Hallyu in other parts of the world.
Analytically, in this paper we develop a framework to understand the social and the organizational role—rather than the cultural role—that fans play in spreading contemporary culture in faraway places, such as Israel. This is because cultural products and cultural practices do not simply “appear”—they are the product of the work of agents, promoters, and entrepreneurs who make their living from this business. Secondly, we suggest that the notion of “entrepreneurship” is important for understanding the global spread as well as the longevity of Hallyu. Our exploratory study aims to highlight how fans do not simply consume and spread Korean popular culture but tend to initiate Korean-oriented contacts. Many view their future life and employment entrenched in Korean culture. Surprisingly, while a few works have documented the expression of fan activism through the translation of TV dramas and songs, the organization of meetings, or the support of Hallyu stars (for example, S. Jung; Lee), this was not analyzed within the framework of entrepreneurship and, as far as we know, no systematic academic attention has been paid to the entrepreneurial aspect of Hallyu.

In what follows, we discuss the notion of entrepreneurship in popular culture, emphasizing its unique context in the media industries and the way it is shaping the organizational pathways that fans create as an extension to their fandom. Building on previous studies of Israeli and Palestinian fans of Hallyu (Otmazgin and Lyan; Lyan and Levkowitz, “Hallyu Land”), we first examine the nature of Hallyu fandom in the Middle East and, more specifically, focus on the institutionalization of fan communities in Israel over the past decade, emphasizing the role of fans in this process. Next, based on semi-structured interviews with Hallyu fans and both online and offline observations of fan communities in Israel during the last decade, we focus on three illustrative cases of female Hallyu entrepreneurs: a businesswoman who established a small food enterprise following her love of Korean drama; a student who chose to take Korean Studies following her interest in K-pop, and eventually became a Korean language translator; and an NGO activist who enthusiastically promotes knowledge about Korean culture, history, and society. What brings these three stories together is that they encapsulate the way Hallyu is spreading through and beyond social networks, the way it influences the life of consumers, and the way it inspires them to become entrepreneurs. Finally, we discuss the intended and the unintended consequences of fan entrepreneurship as a driving force behind Hallyu’s global expansion.

**ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND POPULAR CULTURE**

Entrepreneurship represents a dynamic process of change brought about by the implementation of new ideas and creative solutions, and is based on the vision
to recognize opportunities, take calculated risks, acquire necessary resources, construct new enterprises, and achieve new wealth. From an organizational point of view, entrepreneurship has the potential to overcome institutional rigidities and venture into unexplored fields. It is the process where an individual or a group of individuals forms new arrangements or perpetuates innovation within or outside organizations (Sharma and Chrisman 19). While definitions of entrepreneurship vary, Ronstadt’s classic definition is a good start:

Entrepreneurship is the dynamic process of creating incremental wealth. This wealth is created by individuals who assume the major risks in terms of equity, time, and/or career commitment of providing value for some product or service. The product or service itself may or may not be new or unique but value must somehow be infused by the entrepreneur by securing and allocating the necessary skills and resources (as cited in Kuratko and Audretsch 3).

The study of entrepreneurship is most fundamentally concerned with understanding “how opportunities to bring into existence ‘future’ goods and services are discovered, created, and exploited, by whom, and with what consequences” (Venkataraman 120).

While being an established field of study in organization and management literature (for example, McGrath and MacMillian; Morris et al.), entrepreneurship researchers have largely neglected the broader social and cultural dynamics that embed enterprises (Zahra; Welter). This may explain why the concept of entrepreneurship is still overlooked in popular culture studies. Yet, entrepreneurship is central for understanding the ways in which entrepreneurs of popular culture—both individuals and companies, within and outside the established industry—manage to utilize new marketing channels, access potential consumers, incorporate new promotional means, and create vehicles for related products and services (Peterson and Berger; Aggestam; Scott; Otmazgin, “Commodifying Asian-ness”; Otmazgin, “Anime in the US”). These entrepreneurs seek expansion opportunities through commercialized popular culture products or by using these products as a leverage for launching new businesses ideas (such as an advertising campaign using popular culture icons) and for building new enterprises.

At first glance, popular culture entrepreneurs are no different from other business-driven entrepreneurs as they all seek to make a profit by overcoming obstacles, creating new opportunities, and initiating change. Standing at the crossroads of economics, sociology, and cultural studies, cultural entrepreneurship is viewed as “the carrying out of a novel combination that results in something new and appreciated in the cultural sphere” (Swedberg 260). However, there are some important differences we should consider for our discussion of fan entrepreneurship.
First, entrepreneurs in popular culture are confronted by a relatively high uncertainty (Hirsch). Popular culture entrepreneurs work in an especially dynamic environment where consumers tend to change their mind swiftly and where products have a very short marketing period (consider, for example, the marketing period of a K-pop music album, a Korean movie, or a television drama). Their work is affected not only by the macro-economic conditions that cause fluctuations in consumption, but also by the sometimes frantic changes in consumers’ style and fashion, especially in an era of globalization (Otmazgin, “Commodifying Asian-ness”). Due to the creative and dynamic environment, entrepreneurs thus need to reconfigure themselves to achieve market specialty and create a close, even intimate, familiarity with the consumers. In this business, entrepreneurs have to

Figure 1. Characteristics of Fan Entrepreneurship
be on constant alert for new cultural trends and preferences, find creative ways to promote their initiatives, cultivate and exploit personal connections, receive feedback from the market, and react swiftly.

Second, since they are utilizing the fascination many people have for popular culture, the work of entrepreneurs has wider social and cultural implications for consumers. As Scott points out, “cultural entrepreneurs’ motivations cannot be reduced to economic interest” (242). Unlike their counterparts in other fields, popular culture entrepreneurs do not only generate value in the economic sense, but also in terms of emotions, identification, and perceptions in order to generate excitement and enthusiasm—a so-called “buzz” (Caves; Scott). This is because cultural commodities, more than other commodities, are likely to express new aspirations and provide the context for people to fulfill a wide range of social and personal attributes and purposes. In the case of Hallyu, think, for example, about the role Korean television dramas play in creating interest among viewers of other countries and introducing some aspects of Korean everyday life or history. After all, buying a pencil, a carpet, or a bathtub is different from watching a movie, reading a novel, or listening to music. The difference is in the way popular culture products promote messages and narratives, which have a wider potential to shape peoples’ thoughts, identities, and even their view of space (Story 128). Popular culture entrepreneurs, thus, do not only construct mechanisms for commodifying and marketing popular culture, but also unintentionally disseminate ideas, emotions, and sensibilities together with the commodities.

Finally, unlike in other economic-driven sectors, the motives of fan entrepreneurs are not purely commercial but are closely linked to their fandom. Across the world, Hallyu fans organize parties, open online shops selling goods from Korea, or set up a Korean language school not only because these activities may generate income but, more importantly, because it is important for them to build new transnational pathways that connect their home community with their fandom. As we shall see in the next sections, Israeli fans did not necessarily become engaged in Korea-related entrepreneurship to generate profit in the economic sense but, more importantly, to stay in touch with their fandom.

**HALLYU INSTITUTIONALIZATION IN ISRAEL AND THE WIDER MIDDLE EAST**

The spread of Hallyu in the Middle East, like in other non-Asian regions of the world, has been an overwhelmingly spontaneous process. The initial introduction of TV dramas and K-pop music to consumers was not driven by Korean media industries or by any Korean government initiative, but rather emanated from “below” and
spread swiftly by the fans using social media (Noh; Hemati; Otmazgin and Lyan; Lyan et al.; Oh, “Islam”). According to the Korea Foundation, the numbers of Hallyu club members more than doubled from 2014 to 2016 in Egypt (from 59,938 to 128,288), Jordan (from 4,825 to 10,681), and Morocco (from 4,040 to 12,050) (Oh, “Islam” 241). While Hallyu still caters to a relatively small number of dedicated fans, these fans have succeeded in generating enough interest to make other media outlets respond.

Over the past fifteen years, cable and terrestrial television stations in the Middle East have started broadcasting Korean dramas on a regular basis and the mass media began to take an increasing interest in the Hallyu phenomenon, bringing it to the attention of those who would not have known about it otherwise. The Korean Embassies in the Middle East, for their part, started to utilize Hallyu as part of their public diplomacy campaign designed to improve Korea’s national image and strengthen its economic and diplomatic ties with Middle Eastern countries (Kim). For instance, the King Sejong Institute, supported by the Korean government, opened Korean language classes at local universities in Turkey, Iran, Egypt, and UAE (King Sejong Institute). To attract more tourists, the Korea Tourism Organization launched the themed travel guide “Muslim-friendly Korea” by translating its site to Arabic (as well as eleven other languages) and providing information about Halal restaurants, Muslim-friendly routes, and prayer rooms (“Muslim-friendly Travel”).

What is interesting in the case of the Middle East is that Hallyu has managed to move across societies of different social, cultural, and ethnic backgrounds: both to conservative Muslim villages in Palestine, Egypt, and Iran, as well as to Orthodox Jewish women in Jerusalem, and to youngsters living in pluralistic Tel Aviv, which is considered one of the gay capitals of the world. While Hallyu has not become a mainstream phenomenon in the Middle East, it has its share of dedicated fans for whom Hallyu constitutes an important part of their identity and everyday life. Thus, the impact of Hallyu on fans should not be underestimated but rather seen as part of Hallyu’s longevity beyond Asia.

While previous studies of Hallyu fandom have focused on Hallyu’s popularity in the Asian countries (Cho; Chua and Iwabuchi; Lee and Nornes), the Israeli case exemplifies the ability of Hallyu to extend beyond regional and cultural boundaries and to effectively reach out to audiences of various nationalities and ethnicities. More specifically, it addresses the question of how Hallyu fans in relatively remote places negotiate their identity through cultural consumption and their active involvement with online and offline fandom (Noh; Schulze; Elfving-Hwang; Otmazgin and Lyan; Han; Min et al.). Similar to fans in other parts of the world (for example, Noh; Oh, “Lovers”), the overall majority of Hallyu fans in Israel are young women in their late teens and early twenties. This age group’s mastery of Internet tools could explain
its greater participation in online consumption and management of online fandom communities, making Hallyu a strongly fan-driven phenomenon based on the increased use of social media in the so-called “Hallyu 2.0” era (E.-Y. Jung; Oh and Park; Lee and Nornes; Jin, New Korean Wave). The overall majority of fans have also never been to Korea. This is understandable due to the geographical distance and high cost of traveling there as well as the food restrictions for fans who keep Jewish kosher laws (for example, no pork, seafood or mixing dairy and meat). These fans experience Korean culture mostly through Korean TV dramas and K-pop to the extent that fandom itself becomes an imaginary journey. At the same time, Hallyu is domesticated by local fan communities and serves as a means to connect one’s own identity with an imaginary “Hallyu Land” (Lyan and Levkowitz, “Hallyu Land”).

Since broadcasting the Korean TV drama Nae Ireumeun Kim Sam-soon/My Lovely Sam-Soon (2005) in Israel in 2006, the number of Israelis interested in Korean culture has grown from tens to thousands. The Israeli mass media, for its part, has occasionally reported on the Hallyu phenomenon, adding to the exotic image of Korean culture along with the labeling of fans as “Others” (Lyan and Levkowitz, “Consuming the Other”). It may be that both the “exotic” and “foreign” perspectives of the Korean TV drama among fans are reminiscent of a tourist experiencing foreign landscapes (Chua, “Identification;” Chua, “Desire”). Although Israel is culturally heterogeneous and there is a demand for exotic cultures, combined with a fascination for “otherness,” until recently, Korean culture was little known in Israel, at least in comparison to Chinese and Japanese cultures whose presence were felt predominantly in Israel in the areas of design, art, food, and leisure (Goldshtein-Gideoni; Daliot-Bul; Lemish and Bloch).

From our observations in Israel during the last decade, Hallyu fans have been highly instrumental in spreading interest in Korean culture and, more broadly, in Korea itself. As marketing agents, fans are particularly effective: They work for no or little payment, they themselves consume Hallyu products in large quantities, they tend to gather in groups/communities to enforce a combined commitment to their role as agents, and with an almost religious zeal they tirelessly try to convince other people to familiarize themselves with Hallyu. To bring Korea closer to Israel is one of the central objectives of Hallyu activists who, similar to other fans around the world, regularly translate Korean TV dramas and K-pop music into local languages, organize events, and educate others about Korean history, society, and culture. This sense of mission emerges out of the Israeli context since little is known about Korea and many fans regard themselves as cultural ambassadors (Lyan and
Levkowitz, “Hallyu Land”). In what follows, we present the stories of three female entrepreneurs who each took a different route in bringing “Korea” to Israel.

HALLYU ECONOMY

Noga, a middle-aged woman, started to watch Korean TV dramas by chance in 2007 and loved them immediately. Since then, she has become one of the most enthusiastic Hallyu activists, translating TV dramas into Hebrew, learning Korean, and even making and selling Korean food as a business. After seeing a Facebook ad looking for a chef to cook for a team of Korean engineers in a peripheral Israeli city, she gave up everything to take a two-year job based in a rural part of Israel, learning from her Korean boss the secrets of Korean cuisine. In 2016 Noga has opened a small food catering business, initiated Korean food workshops, and participated in food fairs. In addition, she manages her own Facebook page with 1,676 followers and a smaller Facebook group with 1,554 members (as of October 2018) who share and discuss in Hebrew the recipes of Korean dishes.

When interviewed in August 2018, Noga shared her plans for moving her business forward by collaborating with Korean scholars in Israel. She is planning to organize a series of workshops to educate a wider public about Korea and to try Korean cuisine. “I myself want to learn,” she explained. “To understand Korean food better I need to know more about Korea.” As for the opening Korean restaurant, she feels uncertain. Her home-based enterprise, advertised for the most part through the social media, seems to her as the safest and the best way to promote her business. At her apartment, guests, for the most part fans themselves, can learn in small groups about cooking, discuss with the host food recipes, and share freely their love for Korean popular culture. In some cases, she puts on K-pop music or TV drama and shows her guests pictures and souvenirs she brought from Korea. In other words, together with food, Noga sells a cultural experience closely related to Hallyu fandom.

In the Israeli context, food entrepreneurship is a complicated process since some of the fans eat only kosher food due to religious beliefs. While not all Israelis keep the kosher laws, a significant part of Hallyu fans define themselves as religious or traditional, keeping religious laws, whilst being attracted by the modest and asexual content of Korean TV drama (Lyan and Levkovitz, “Hallyu Land”). Due to this fact, for these fans, traveling to Korea is rather difficult. While Noga keeps to the kosher regulations and adapts Korean tastes for local audiences by making new combinations in the creative process of food translation, another fan decided to go one step further by organizing women-only kosher travel tours to Korea, thus
accommodating religious female fans. Through kosher Korean food, therefore, Hallyu entrepreneurs not only bring Korea closer to Israel in a symbolic way by having them consume Korea through eating, but they also physically bring Hallyu fans to Korea.

Noga’s journey from loving Korean TV dramas to becoming a businesswoman with a Korean cuisine is just one example of the entrepreneurship of fans who have taken their fandom a step further and utilized their passion, driven by both economic and cultural motives. Among other Hallyu entrepreneurs we met, there is one who sells Korean cosmetics, another who opened an online shop for K-pop merchandise such as posters of K-pop figures, and others who organize tours to Korea, teach Korean, and even opened their own language school. The initial clients of these entrepreneurs are, for the most part, Hallyu fans themselves, but gradually a second wave of consumers, including those who are not necessarily Hallyu fans, is growing. Noga belongs to the first generation of Hallyu fans in Israel, serving as a role model for other fan entrepreneurs wishing to emulate her success.

**HALLYU ACADEMY**

With the rising popularity of Hallyu, the number of students taking Korean Studies has dramatically increased across world. Hallyu has become a gateway to a broader interest in the Korean language, history, and society, and in many countries, it is the main reason for students entering Korean classes. In Israel, Korean language courses started at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem in the 1990s, but due to the increase in the number of students wanting to study about Korea, a comprehensive major program was launched successfully in 2013. Since then, other universities in Israel have begun offering Korea-related courses and a few private language schools now offer Korean language classes. The Korean Cultural Center in Jerusalem, for example, founded in 2007 and managed and supported by the Korean Christian community in Israel, offers regular Korean language classes.

Based on the sixteen in-depth interviews with Korean Studies students at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem conducted in 2017, fourteen defined themselves as Hallyu fans and explicitly said that fandom is what brought them to dedicate their university years to study about Korea. Many of them mentioned that they have been stigmatized by their family and friends for their choice of what is perceived to be an impractical and “strange” degree, since popular culture is associated with youth, fun, and leisure, whereas universities symbolize the transitional step to adulthood and a professional life. For this reason, some referred to their choice of Korean studies as “a brave move,” but mentioned that they are nevertheless happy with it.
Being torn between Hallyu fandom and academic studies, “Hallyu students” try to mediate these contradictory concepts and legitimize their study choice. Some combine Korean studies with a “practical degree” to create a balance between their fandom and their future profession. Others prioritize learning Korean and having the opportunity to go to Korea on an exchange program. Finally, some understand their studies as being part of a wider mission in promoting Korean culture in Israel beyond popular culture. For instance, since the 2010s, Hallyu students have taken a major role in promoting Korean culture by organizing “Korea Day” events at the university.

The story of Sarah, a Hallyu fan since her teens, provides an illustrative example. Sarah, who comes from a religiously conservative family, decided to enroll in the Korean Studies program at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem in 2014. During her studies, she participated in and later volunteered to help organize Korea-related events on campus. To improve her Korean, she met with students from the Korean Christian community living in Jerusalem and befriended people in the community despite their cultural, language, and religious differences. Subsequently, she took a part in an intensive language course exchange program with a Korean university, but rather than only studying, she also participated in a Korean talent show, singing in Korean, and for some time she became a local celebrity. After returning to Israel and finishing her studies, she started offering her services as both a Korean-Hebrew interpreter and translator and a teacher of Korean language.

Like Noga, Sarah has become a role model for many Israeli students learning about Korea. Her knowledge and social achievements during her studies in both Israel and Korea and her ability to bridge language and cultural gaps, bringing both sides closer to each other, are highly appreciated by her fellow students. Her personal connections to different communities—the fan community in Israel and the community of Koreans living in Jerusalem—have placed her in a strategic position to combine her fandom with her career. In this context, Sarah provides a good example of a fan who is skilled and knowledgeable about Korea, filling the position of expert and educator about Korea that was lacking before the late 2010s. Previously, teaching about Korea was mostly done by Korean wives married to Israeli men, Korean Christian students studying in Israel, or a few Israeli students, non-Hallyu fans, who earned their MA in Korea under a governmental scholarship. Nowadays, however, Hallyu students are becoming the next generation of educators and mediators between Korea and Israel who choose this path for cultural rather than solely economic reasons.
HALLYU ACTIVISM

Please pass on a message to all Koreans in South Korea about how many people love them and their culture here in Israel; let them know how much love we have for them. And let Israelis know that there are Koreans and they are amazing (an Israeli Hallyu fan as cited in Lyan and Levkowitz, “Hallyu Land”).

To bring Korea closer to Israel has become one of the main objectives of Hallyu activists who, similar to other fans around the world, translate Korean TV dramas and K-pop music into local languages, organize events, and educate others about Korean history and culture. This sense of mission emerges out of the Israeli context since, until recently, the general public knew very little about Korea and many fans feel they need to take the uninvited position of cultural ambassador. For this purpose, groups of Hallyu fans have even established NGOs to promote Korean culture in Israel. While they are mostly engaged in cultural events, like co-organizing the annual K-pop world festival, they invigorate interest in Korea and act to educate both Hallyu fans and the wider Israeli audience. Lea and Chen provide an illustrative example of this.

Lea, a pensioner and a first-generation Hallyu fan in Israel, has worked for several years in bringing K-pop bands to Israel. For this purpose, she gathered a team of dedicated Hallyu fans and Israel-loving Christian Koreans who met with Korean government officials, contacted media industry personnel in both countries, and enthusiastically campaigned for this mission, traveling back and forth several times, until her goal was achieved in 2017. But, for the most part, Lea acts solo, proudly seeing herself as one of the first to bring Korean culture to Israel.

Chen, another fan entrepreneur in her early twenties, who manages an NGO aimed at promoting Korean culture in Israel, decided to fully embrace the NGO project when she reached the conclusion that Facebook alone did not fulfill her vision. Besides online activities, the NGO, founded together with a group of Hallyu fans coming mostly from the Korean Studies program at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, initiates offline events such as parties, dance competitions, Korean culture quizzes, food tastings, etc. In addition, the NGO aims to reach beyond the Hallyu community by organizing flash mobs or Korean food tastings in public places. Any earnings they make go back into the organization to finance more events and, in some cases, the members even pay from their own pocket, making their work more than voluntary. They also support a few Israeli K-pop dance groups, dance themselves, and publicize their dancing widely on the NGO’s Facebook page (2,514 followers as of October 2018) and YouTube channel.
According to Chen, her organization is modelled on AMAI, a Japanese anime fan organization established in 2007, which is much more institutionalized and bigger in scale than Chen's (thousands of fans take part in “Harukon,” AMAI’s annual April event). To promote Japanese culture, it works closely with the Japanese Embassy in Israel and the Israel-Japan Friendship Association. In a similar way, Chen’s NGO, called “Korea and I,” collaborates with the Korean Embassy in Israel. For the last four years it has co-organized the annual K-pop World Festival, which is a multi-step international song and dance competition held around the world. Chen’s NGO decided on the Israeli location, drafted the guidelines in Hebrew, and translated them into Arabic and English, while the embassy provided funding and attracted sponsorship from Samsung and LG. Both the NGO and the embassy also worked on attracting Israeli and Korean media attention. Since 2017, with the support of the Korean Embassy, K-pop bands coming from Korea have also participated in the festival. For both Lea and Chen, mediating this kind of collaboration between fan-activists, governments, and the industry illustrates the essence of their entrepreneurship.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Fan is generally—and very likely correctly—believed to be a shortened form of fanatic. The origin of fanatic (which can be traced back to the Latin word fanum, meaning “sanctuary, temple”) is less often commented on. In English, fan made an early appearance in the late 17th century only to disappear for two centuries, resurfacing in the late 19th century. In this later period of use, it often referred to the devoted observers of, or participants in, a sport. (“Fan”)

During the 2000s, many observers, including academic scholars, were skeptical of the continuity of Hallyu’s global acceptance, viewing it more as a passing fashion. Today, we can say with confidence that Hallyu has not disappeared but continues to be practiced and promoted by dedicated fans worldwide. Thinking about the religious origins of the word “fan” enables us to understand why fans continue to practice their fandom despite sometimes negative reactions from outsiders and promote it in their everyday lives through entrepreneurial work, study, or voluntary activities. In other words, it is the “worshippers” of Hallyu—the fans—who give it much of its energy to continue and spread even in places where people know very little about Korea.

In research on the transnational spread of cultural products, the emphasis is on organizations as the main agents, which connect different markets and communities across the globe. The literature on agency in the field of media
studies typically focuses on companies, agencies, and technologies which convert ideas and innovations into a set of marketable products and bring them to the attention of consumers (for example, Shim and Noh; Oh and Park; E.-Y. Jung; Jin, *Smartland Korea*). However, the literature on Hallyu fandom usually describes fans as receptive individuals who manage to mediate cultural differences with Korea and make Hallyu part of their identity. Although some studies view fans as cultural agents, they generally overlook their role as entrepreneurs who construct necessary links between fan enthusiasm and the long-term institutional expansion and growth of Hallyu.

Focusing on Hallyu in Israel, our study described the way that Hallyu continues to circulate, not only by being transferred to other countries and accepted or appropriated by consumers, but also how it encourages fans to venture into new arenas in the realm of business and society. As we described earlier, Hallyu fandom has unleashed a great amount of entrepreneurial energy, and the resulting entrepreneurial activities support Hallyu in return by expanding its reach to new communities. In this context, the unintended consequences of Hallyu—developing new platforms for Hallyu distribution—are no less important than the intended and direct consequences of Hallyu production and marketing (reaching out to more consumers). In other words, the role of fan entrepreneurship in the global spread of Hallyu should not be underestimated. Even in an era of globalization, where ideas, images, and cultures are supposed to circulate freely and easily, fan entrepreneurs play a pivotal role as mediators and expanders, effectively bridging cultures and markets.

Although we have looked at the different, sometimes overlapping, contexts of economic activity, academic studies, and activism, the process of translation, both linguistic and cultural, appears to be vital for Hallyu entrepreneurship to move back and forth between two cultures in order to bring them closer to each other. Future research can follow more closely and systematically the mechanisms of individual entrepreneurial work among Hallyu fans in different parts of the world and examine the process of translation and coproduction of “Korea” abroad with or without collaboration with macro-agents of Hallyu.
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Notes

1. All names have been changed for the purpose of anonymity.
2. See *Anime and Manga Association of Israel (AMAI)* website: www.amai.org.il.
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